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Collective many-body resonances in condensed phase nonlinear
spectroscopy
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~Received 31 July 2001; accepted 23 October 2001!

The optical response of assemblies of electronic and vibrational chromphores may show two types
of collective resonances induced by either direct short-range coupling~multiple quantum coherence!
or by long-range macroscopic local field and cascading processes. Using a unified approach for both
types of resonances, we demonstrate how specific signatures in line shapes, phase profiles, and
density dependence may be used to distinguish between the two. New high harmonic resonances at
combinations and multiples of optical frequencies of the single exciton transitions are predicted in
thek11k22k3 four wave mixing signal for several model systems. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1427721#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear optical response of systems with high d
sity of chromophores depends on the fact that each c
mophore is driven by an external local fieldẼl which is
different from the average~Maxwell! field E. This gives rise
to macroscopiclocal fieldandcascadingcontributions1,2 that
can induce new resonances and other interesting collec
many-body effects that need to be accounted for in the in
pretation of multidimensional spectroscopies.3–5 Chromo-
phores with nonoverlapping charge distributions couple
two ways:6 short-range microscopic interactions depend
the longitudinal electric field and may be described by r
placing the chromophore eigenstates by those of aggreg
Long-range coupling occurs via thetransverseelectric field
which is generated by one group of chromophores and in
acts with the others. These interactions can be describe
the mean-~local-! field approach,1,7,8 where the effects of in-
terparticle interactions are incorporated through an effec
local field which is related to the external Maxwell field b
the Lorentz Formula.2 This implies that the coherent pola
ization generated within the sample adds to the electric fi
and creates new interactions. The mean-field approxima
is justified for the long-range interactions where microsco
details are averaged out. Such details are included in
short-range direct interactions. Combining both contributio
provides a rigorous description of the optical response.

The connection between macroscopic susceptibili
and microscopic polarizabilities is crucial for comparin
computed polarizabilities with condensed phase meas
ments and has drawn considerable attention since the e
days of nonlinear optics. In the simplest approach, the C
sius Mossotti expression for the dielectric function based
the local-field formulation of the linear response9 has been
extended to the nonlinear response.2 This level of theory has
been primarily used to compare computed frequency-dom
off resonant polarizabilities with bulk measurements, and
commonly used for the design of optical materials. T
theory has been extended to the time domain using equa
5000021-9606/2002/116(12)/5007/16/$19.00
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of motion for a single molecule driven by the local field8

The limitations of the local-field approximation for modelin
resonant techniques were pointed out and a unified treatm
of nonlinear signals that goes beyond the local-field appro
mation, and includes genuine many-body effects, was su
quently obtained using the nonlinear exciton equations
motion ~NEE!,10–12 which include additional dynamic vari
ables involving few molecules. The local field approximati
is then recovered as the lowest order in a systematic hie
chy when all dynamical variables are factorized into pro
ucts of single molecule variables.

Coherent femtosecond measurements provide a d
probe for resonant transitions of coupled electronic a
vibrational chromophores.1,3,4,13–19Signatures of local field
and cascading were found in femtosecond four wave mix
signals in GaAs quantum wells20–22 and in the gas
phase,23–25 femtosecond fifth order Raman measurements
molecular liquids26,27 and enhanced magnitudes of off res
nant polarizabilities.10,11,28

In this paper we provide a unified treatment of the s
natures ofboth types of coupling in the third order nonlinea
response.29 We predict and analyze new high harmonic res
nances originating from destroying the time ordering of t
incident fields by the local field which were found i
NMR30,31 and should be directly observed optically.

Third order time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopy off
a variety of different techniques characterized by their pul
sequence, wave-vector geometry and pulse frequencies.1,5 In
a four wave mixing experiment, three electric fields intera
with the system and generate a polarization~and a signal! in
the directionsks56k16k26k3.12 To clarify the origin of
different kinds of many-body resonances, we will conce
trate on one technique, the reverse photon echo~RPE! with
ks5k11k22k3, where the first two pulses (k1 andk2) are
time coincident. However, similar effects will show up
other four wave mixing techniques and can be treated us
the present approach. The RPE technique is realized if
photon echo pulse sequence is reversed in time~hence its
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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name!. We focus on the RPE since for independent two-le
systems at low density the RPE signal vanishes;7,21,22 the
signal thus results exclusively from many-body effects,
ther short or long range, making this technique especi
sensitive and particularly suitable for the observation of c
lective resonances.

II. LOCAL FIELD AND CASCADING EFFECTS IN THE
NONLINEAR RESPONSE

The heterodyne signal in nonlinear spectroscopy is p
portional to the induced polarization which in turn can
expanded perturbatively in the average electric field. Thenth
order nonlinear polarizationP(n) is:1

P(n)~r ,tc!5E
2`

tc
dtnE

2`

tn
dtn21 . . . E

2`

t2
dt1

3R(n)~tn ;tn21 , . . . ,t1!

3E~r ,tn!E~r ,tn21! . . . E~r ,t1! ~1!

Here the Maxwell fieldE(r ,t) is the average transvers
electric field which interacts with the system under inves
gation at timest5t1 , . . . tn andtc is the observation time
The nth order response functionR(n) is given by the sum of
all possible Liouville-space pathways. Due to its tim
ordered~causal! structure,R(n) is nonzero only fort1,t2

, . . . ,tn .
The local-field approximation~LFA! provides a simple

way to relate the microscopic polarizabilities of isolated m
ecules to the macroscopic susceptibilities.1,8,10,11,28At this
level of theory the response of an ensemble of particle
reduced to that of a single particle interacting with a lo
field. In the long wavelength limit the local fieldEl̃ is related
to the external fieldE by the Lorentz formula2,9,29

El̃~ t !5E~ t !1
4p

3
P~ t !, ~2!

whereP(t) is the polarization per unit volume. The polariz
tion of a single chromophore~i.e., a single molecule or an
aggregate of coupled molecules! can be expanded in terms o
its response functions~polarizabilities! a, b, g, . . . to vari-
ous orders in the local field, and the total nonlinear polari
tion per unit volume of a macroscopic sample is

PNL~r ,tc!

5r0E
2`

tc
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1s~tc2t3!

3b~t3 ,t2 ,t1!El̃~r ,t2!El̃~r ,t1!

1r0E
2`

tc
dt4E

2`

t4
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1

3s~tc2t4!g~t3 ,t2 ,t1!El̃~r ,t2!El̃~r ,t1!1 . . . , ~3!

whereP[P(1)1PNL and r0 is the molecular number den
sity.

Both the total polarizationP and the local fieldEl̃ can be
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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expanded perturbatively in powers of the Maxwell fieldE,
and we denote thejth order terms byP( j ) and Ẽl

( j ) , respec-
tively. The expansion of the local field is obtained by subs
tuting the expansion ofP in Eq. ~2!. The linear part of the
local field El[Ẽl

(1) is connected to the Maxwell fieldE by
the Clausius Mossotti relation:

El~r ,t ![El̃
(1)~r ,t !5E

2`

t

s~ t2t!E~r ,t!dt, ~4!

where,32

s~v!5
1

12 ~4p!/3r0a~v!
. ~5!

The symbola is the linear response function~polariz-
ability! of a single aggregate:

a~ t !5 iu~ t !(
e9

me9g
2 exp@~2 i«e9g2Geg!t#2c.c., ~6!

whereg denotes the ground state and the sum runs ove
one-exciton statesue9& in the system. Plugging Eq.~4! in Eq.
~2! we obtain

El̃~r ,t!5E
2`

t

dt8s~t2t8!E~r ,t8!

1
4p

3 E
2`

t

dt8s~t2t8!PNL~r ,t8!. ~7!

The first term in the r.h.s. of Eq.~7!, which corresponds
to the first order termEl is responsible forlocal field effects,
while the second term describes effects of the nonlinear
larization that generatecascadingcontributions. Substitution
of Eq. ~7! in Eq. ~3! yields an integral equation for the non
linear polarizationPNL. An iterative solution of this equation
results in the expansion ofPNL in powers of the Maxwell
field E. Using these relations, we can thus express the po
ization order by order in the Maxwell field.

The linear polarization is given by

P(1)~r ,tc!5r0E
2`

tc
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1

3a~tc ,t2!s~t22t1!E~r ,t1!. ~8!

The second order polarization has no cascading contribut
and the many-body corrections enter solely through the
ear first term ofEl̃

P(2)~r ,tc!5r0E
2`

tc
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1s~tc2t3!

3b~t3 ,t2 ,t1!El~r ,t2!El~r ,t1!. ~9!

For the third order polarization, which is the focus
this article we need to calculateEl̃

(2) in addition toEl by
substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~7! and making use of Eq.~2!.
We then get
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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P(3)~r ,tc!5r0E
2`

tc
dt4E

2`

t4
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1s~ t2t4!g~t4 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!El~r ,t1!El~r ,t2!El~r ,t3!

1r0E
2`

tc
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1s~ t2t3!b~t3 ,t2 ,t1!@El̃

(2)~r ,t2!El~r ,t1!1El~r ,t2!El̃
(2)~r ,t1!#, ~10!
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El̃
(2)~r ,t!

5
4pr0

3 E
2`

t

dt8E
2`

t8
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1

3s~t2t8!s~t82t3!b~t3 ,t2 ,t1!El~r ,t2!El~r ,t1!.

~11!

For completeness we also present the correspon
frequency domain expressions for the first, second,
third order susceptibilities (x (1), x (2), andx (3), respectively!
obtained by the Fourier transform of the above expr
sions1

x (1)~2v;v!5r0a~v!s~v!, ~12!

x (2)~2vs ;v1 ,v2!5r0b~v1 ,v2!s~v1!s~v2!s~vs!,
~13!

and

x (3)~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!

5r0g~v1 ,v2 ,v3!s~v1!s~v2!s~v3!s~vs!

1
2p

3
r0

2s~v1!s~v2!s~v3!s~vs!

3 (
perm

b~v1 ,v21v3!b~v2 ,v3!s~v21v3!, ~14!

where perm stands for the sum over all permutations of
frequencies of the electric fieldsv1 , v2, and v3 . vs5v1

1v21v3 is the signal field frequency~different signals with
all possible choices of sign invs56v16v26v3 are given
by simply changing the signs of various frequencies!.

III. THE REVERSE PHOTON ECHO IN AGGREGATES
WITHOUT LOCAL-FIELD EFFECTS

In this paper we will focus on local-field effects and on
take into account the linear~free induction decay! contribu-
tions to Eq.~7!. Higher-order~cascading! processes coming
from the second term in Eq.~7!,1,8 which are interesting on
their own and were observed experimentally,26,27,33–35will
not be considered here. By neglecting the second term in
~7!, we obtain for the third order polarization,29
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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P(3)~r ,tc!5E
2`

tc
dt4E

2`

tc
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1s~tc2t4!

3R(3)~t4 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!El~r ,t3!El~r ,t2!El~r ,t1!.

~15!

Note that in Eq.~15! we use the sample response functi
R(3) and not the molecular polarizabilityg. This allows one
to include local interactions directly into the response fun
tion. However for a system of noninteracting molecules,R(3)

is related to the molecular polarizabilities simply byR(3)

5r0g.
To establish a reference for discussing local-field effec

we shall summarize in this section what should be expec
in their absence. We then setE(r ,tc) in Eq. ~1! to be the
external electric field, which is directly controlled exper
mentally. The RPE experiment involves a sequence of
pulses a,b peaking at timesta , tb and described by thei
~complex! field amplitudesEa , Eb , frequenciesva , vb and
wave vectorska , kb . The pulses are assumed to be imp
sive, i.e., very short compared to all relevant time sca
~except for the optical period! and are given by:

E~r ,t !5Ea~r ,t !1Eb~r ,t !1c.c., ~16!

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate and

Ej~r ,t ![eikjrEj~ t !5Ejd~ t2t j !e
ikjre2 iv j (t2t j ), j 5a,b.

~17!

We assume that pulsea arrives first (ta,tb) and denote the
delay between the pulses bytba , and the time between th
second pulse and the detection bytcb (tcb[tc2tb , tba

[tb2ta! ~see Fig. 1!. Note that the amplitudesEa andEb

are complex. The complex fields provide a convenient bo
keeping of the phase. These pulses are defined in the ‘‘e
lope delayed form’’12,31,36as generated by an interferomet
pathlength difference. All electric field parameters~labeled
with the subscriptsa,b!, and in particular the time delay
tba , tcb , can be controlled in the experiment. This is in co
trast to the microscopic interaction timest1 , t2 , t3 in Eq.
~15! which need to be integrated out.

The level scheme displayed in the inset of Fig. 2 co
sisting of a ground state and well separated one-, two-, th
exciton manifolds, etc., is very general and can be used
describe aggregates of coupled two or three level system
well as coupled anharmonic vibrations. We consider reson
experiments and only allow transitions between adjac
manifolds which are in resonance with the driving elect
field. Therefore, only the single and the two-exciton ma
folds contribute to the third order nonlinear response fu
tion. By invoking the rotating wave approximation~RWA!,1
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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we find that there are eight Liouville space pathways cont
uting to the response function. The corresponding Feynm
diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.

Four wave mixing signals are generated in several w
defined directions, given by the different combinations of
electric field wave vectors.5 We shall label the pulses in th
order they interact with the molecule producing the signa
k1 , k2, andk3. If local-field effects are ignored, the extern
fields directly act on the molecule and the time ordering
the interactions is controlled by the sequence of short n
overlapping pulses. Thus the signal with a wave vec
kRPE52ka2kb results exclusively from the pathways pr
ducing the polarization in the directionk11k22k3, i.e.,
pathways 7 and 8 in Fig. 2.~Note that we assume impulsiv
pulses andta,tb .)

Our numerical simulations used the sum-over-states
pression for the response function given in the followin
However, for systems with many chromophores it may
advantageous to calculate the response functions using
nonlinear exciton equations10,11,28,37–40which have a more
favorable scaling with system size.

We consider an aggregate with the general level sch
shown in the inset of Fig. 2.ug& denotes the ground state
ue&, ue8& . . . the one-exciton states, andu f &, u f 8& . . . the two-
exciton states.«nn8 denotes the energy difference betwe
two statesn andn8. The transition dipoles between adjace
manifolds are given bymeg andm f e . Gn8n are phenomeno
logical dephasing rates associated with eachn8←n transi-
tion. For this model the RPE part of the response funct
responsible for the signal in theks5k11k22k3 direction
contains contributions of diagrams~7! and ~8! in Fig. 21

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the individual terms contributing to
polarization@Eq. ~27!#. The vertical bars indicate the pulse sequence,
down ~up! arrows correspond to the interaction with the system on the
~bra-! side. The decreasing line indicates a FID decay which was initiate
the pulse, where the line starts. See text for details.
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(3)~tc ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5 i 3~R7~tc ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!1R8~tc ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!!

5 i 3Qr0 (
e,e8, f

megm f em f e8~mge8

3exp@~2 i«e8g2Ge8g!~tc2t3!#2me8g

3exp@~2 i« f e82G f e8!~tc2t3!# !

3exp@~2 i« f g2G f g!~t32t2!#

3exp@~2 i«eg2Geg!~t22t1!#. ~18!

Q[u(tc2t3)u(t32t2)u(t22t1) stands for the product o
Heavyside functions, that ensure proper time ordering wit
the response function. Note that in Eq.~18! we have explic-
itly included all three interaction times, even though in th
section we assumet15t2, because when local fields ar
included, this is no longer the case. In the sum the indi
e,e8 run over all one-exciton states andf runs over all two-
exciton states.

The reverse photon-echo signal generated in the di
tion kRPE52ka2kb is proportional to the nonlinear polariza
tion, which can be calculated from Eqs.~1! and~18!, assum-
ing impulsive fields@Eq. ~17!#,

e
e
t-
y

FIG. 2. Double-sided Feynman diagrams representing the Liouville sp
pathways contributing to the third order response in the rotating wave
proximation. Each column shows the diagrams contributing to a four w
mixing signal in a distinct directionks , as indicated.t1 ,t2 ,t3 are the time-
ordered interaction times with the fields. The inset shows the general l
scheme.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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PkRPE

(3) ~ t,tb ,ta!5Ea
2Eb* RIII

(3)~tc ,tb ,ta ,ta!

5 i 3Ea
2Eb* r0 (

e,e8, f

megm f em f e8me8g

3~exp@~2 i«e8g2Ge8g!tcb#

2exp@~2 i« f e82G f e8!tcb# !

3exp@~2 i« f g2G f g!tba#. ~19!

Here PkRPE

(3) is the time-resolved polarization component

the kRPE direction of the general third order polarizatio
(P(3)(r ,t)5( ie

iki rPki
(3)(t)). From Eq.~19! we note that dur-

ing tba we have a coherence between a two-exciton state
the ground state, whose phase-oscillation is given by the
ergy difference of the two-exciton state and the ground st
with dephasing rateG f g . The variation of the polarization
with tba will contain the signatures of a superposition of
two-exciton states, which is also retrieved by a Fourier tra
form ~see the following!. During tcb , we have two contribu-
tions with a similar frequency and a different sign; in t
case of an harmonic oscillator with equally spaced energ
these will interfere destructively causing the signal to vani
This is expected since the harmonic oscillator is linear a
has no nonlinear response.1 Another important point is tha
all RPE pathways must involve a two-exciton resonan
This is the reason for our earlier statement that no signa
expected for this pulse-configuration for uncoupled two-le
systems; within the RWA, a two-level system cannot ha
two consecutive interactions on the same~bra-, or ket-!side.7

Experiments performed on semiconductor quant
wells21,22 and in the gas phase23,25 have found a RPE signa
That obviously cannot be explained by the simple picture
electric fields interacting directly with these two band or tw
level systems. However it is possible to adequately desc
these signals using local field effects,1,7,10,29as will be shown
next.

IV. LOCAL-FIELD EFFECTS IN THE REVERSE
PHOTON ECHO

To simplify the discussion of local-field effects, we e
pand the local field@Eq. ~4!# to first order inr0 and the
response is then calculated to second order inr0. To first
order inr0, Eq. ~5! gives in the time domain

s~ t !5d~ t !1
4p

3
r0a~ t !. ~20!

Using the pulse configuration Eq.~16! and Eq.~4!, we
obtain for the local fieldEl

a associated with the externa
pulseEa:

El
a~r ,t !5Ea~r ,t !1

4p

3
r0E a~ t2t!Ea~r ,t!dt1c.c.

5eikarS Ea~ t !1 iu~ t2ta!
4p

3
r0Ea(

e9
me9g

2

3exp@~2 i«e9g2Geg!~ t2ta!# D 1c.c. ~21!
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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The local field induced by an external short pulse is
sum of the original pulseEa and the free-induction deca
~FID! Fa induced by this pulse.

El
a~r ,t ![Ea~r ,t !1Fa~r ,t !1c.c., ~22!

whereEa is given by Eq.~17!

Fa~r ,t ![eikarFa~ t ![
4p

3
r0E a~ t2t!Ea~r ,t!dt

5 iu~ t2ta!eikar
4p

3
r0Ea(

e9
me9g

2

3exp@~2 i«e9g2Ge9g!~ t2ta!#. ~23!

Here the sum runs over all single exciton states. Note that
free induction decay described bya(t) is initiatedon a dif-
ferentmolecule. This is underlined throughout this article
using a double-prime as a superscript whenever the sec
system is involved. Static inhomogeneous broadening ca
included by replacing this sum with an integration over t
inhomogeneous distribution. Note that whileEa is a Delta
functiond(t2ta), Fa has a step functionu(t2ta) ensuring
causality. WhileEa represents a short pulse peaking at tim
t5ta , Fa is a superposition of exponential decays starting
t5ta and decaying with the dephasing ratesGe9g . This
means that for pulse delays shorter than 1/Ge9g the time or-
dering of interactions of the system with the electric field c
be reversed compared to the external pulse sequence.
same principle holds in the frequency domain whereEa has
a broad spectrum centered atva , while Fa has a Lorentzian
line shape, corresponding to theg←e9 transition.

The total local fieldEl is the sum of the contributions o
both pulses:

El~r ,t !5El
a~r ,t !1El

b~r ,t !. ~24!

El enters Eq. ~15! in the form of the product
El(t1)El(t2)El(t3). Since we are only interested in third
order signals that contain two contributions from the fi
pulse and one contribution from the second, we only ret
products ofEl

aEl
aEl

b . We further need to sum over all pe
mutations of the time variablest1 ,t2 ,t3 since, unlike the
Maxwell fields, the local fields are no longer impulsive a
time ordering cannot be enforced.

El~t1!El~t2!El~t3!5 (
perm

El
a~t1!El

a~t2!El
b~t3!. ~25!

The kRPE signal must result from terms containingEa
2Eb* .

Furthermore, to second order inr0 we can neglect all terms
that contain more than one free-induction contribution (F).
This leaves us with
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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El~t1!El~t2!El~t3!

' (
perm

Ea~t1!Ea~t2!E* b~t3!1Ea~t1!Ea~t2!F* b~t3!

12Ea~t1!Fa~t2!E* b~t3!52Ea~t1!Ea~t2!E* b~t3!

12Ea~t1!Ea~t2!F* b~t3!12Ea~t1!Fa~t2!E* b~t3!

12Ea~t1!E* b~t2!Fa~t3!, ~26!

where the second step shows explicitly the permutation
interaction times, taking into account that the impulsive co
tributions must be time ordered and causality, i.e., the
duced FID part can only interact after being generated. In
last term on the r.h.s. of Eq.~26! the interaction time with the
field originating from pulsesa andb is reversed compared t
the pulse sequence. After interacting once with the fie
Ea the system subsequently interacts withE* b and finally
with Fa, originating from pulsea. Even though the signal is
generated in the direction ofkRPE52ka2kb , in terms of
microscopic interactions it is a signal withks5k12k21k3,
resulting from the Liouville space pathways~4!–~6! of Fig. 2
on
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in
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-
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which correspond to a transient grating. Consequently
terms of the response function that need to be taken
account under the RWA areRII 5R41R51R6, rather than
pathwaysR7 andR8. The contributions to the nonlinear po
larization are schematically shown in Fig. 1.

To second order inr0 we only keep terms with, at mos
one FID part. This implies that the time ordering of only o
interaction can be delayed and the first interaction still m
be from the ket-side. The photon-echo terms~1!–~3! of Fig.
2 do not contribute in this approximation. Using Eq.~15!,
Eq. ~26!, and Eq.~20! and retaining terms up to second ord
in r0, we find that the nonlinear polarization generated
kRPE has two terms denoted ordinary and local-field induc

PRPE
(3) ~tc ,tb ,ta!5POR

(3)~tc ,tb ,ta!1PLF
(3)~tc ,tb ,ta!,

~27!

where

POR
(3)~tc ,tb ,ta!5Ea

2Eb* RIII
(3)~tc ,tb ,ta ,ta!, ~28!
PLF
(3)~tc ,tb ,ta![PLFI

(3) ~tc ,tb ,ta!1PLFII

(3) ~tc ,tb ,ta!1PLFIII

(3) ~tc ,tb ,ta!1PLFIV

(3) ~tc ,tb ,ta!

5Ea
2E

tb

tc
dt3RIII

(3)~tc ,t3 ,ta ,ta!F* b~t3!12EaEb* E
ta

tb
dt2RIII

(3)~tc ,tb ,t2 ,ta!Fa~t2!

12EaEb* E
tb

tc
dt3RII

(3)~tc ,t3 ,tb ,ta!Fa~t3!1Ea
2Eb*

4p

3
r0E

tb

tc
dt4a~tc2t4!RIII

(3)~t4 ,tb ,ta ,ta!. ~29!
th

sis
ing

lts.

e
r

This is the final expression for the nonlinear polarizati
generated in the direction of the two-pulse RPE signal c
culated using the local-field approximation to first order
the local field and to second order inr0. The five terms
represent distinct physical processes, and are schemati
depicted in Fig. 1, where the pulse sequence is indicated
the vertical bars and the interactions with the system on
bra- ~ket-! side by arrows pointing down~up!wards. The sys-
tem interacts either directly with the pulse, or with the F
generated by a pulse ona differentchromophore. This FID is
indicated by the decaying line in Fig. 1. The first term@Eq.
~28!# corresponds to the ordinary RPE. The last term co
sponds to an ordinary RPE signal, that interacts with ano
molecule and initiates a FID which is detected. Note tha
LFIII the sequence of interactions is reversed.

Using Eq.~18! for RIII
(3) and an analogous expression f

RII
(3) @Eq. ~A2!#, the time integrations are performed in Ap

pendix A. Numerical results are presented below. The exp
mental signal can be directly calculated from the polarizat
@Eq. ~27!# for a variety of detection schemes.1 Mixing the
signal with an additional heterodyne pulse attc allows the
measurement of the time-resolved polarization, including
phase.41–43The heterodyne signal, which depends parame
cally on the delay timestba and tcb , is given by12
l-

lly
by
e

-
er
n

ri-
n

s
i-

S~ tcb ,tba!5E
2`

`

dtEh~t!P(3)~r ,t,tb ,ta!, ~30!

whereEh(t) is the heterodyne field.
For the following discussion, suffice it to note that bo

the amplitude and phase of the polarization@Eq. ~15!# can be
measured experimentally. It may be helpful for the analy
to display the results in the frequency domain by perform
a double Fourier transform5,44,45 The resulting 2D-FT
signal12 is then given by

S~V2 ,V1!5E
0

`

dtcbE
0

`

dtbaS~ tcb ,tba!

3exp@ iV2tcb1 iV1tba#. ~31!

We shall use this representation to display our resu
Note thatV1 is the frequency conjugate totba and V2 is
conjugate totcb . V1 thus reflects the dynamics taking plac
between the two pulses, whileV2 shows the evolution afte
the second pulse.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. RPE SIGNALS FOR TWO AND THREE LEVEL
MODEL SYSTEMS

In this section we present the RPE signal@Eq. ~31!# for
various model systems with the goal of clearly highlighti
the many-body resonances. Although local fields can ind
new peaks, they do not carry new microscopic informati
unlike the peaks caused by microscopic couplings. The
portant differences between the two will be discussed fo
few examples, using typical parameters for IR spectrosc
of anharmonic vibrations.

In all the numerical calculations we assumed equal o
exciton transition dipolesmeg and dephasing constantsGeg .
From Eq.~A6! and Eqs.~A7!–~A10! @or similar Eq.~A11!
and Eqs.~A12!–~A15!# we can see that in this case the ra
of the first and second order terms inr0 ~the ordinary RPE
and the local field-induced signal! is determined by a facto
of (4p)/3r0umegu2, which has the same dimensions~of en-
ergy! as Geg . This factor was assumed to be 0.1Geg in all
calculations for illustration purposes. Based on crude e
mates, we expect this low order truncation inr0 to hold even
for neat liquids.
q
fe
ou
in
le

n
t t
re
ci
u
m
n

te
b

r-

le
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In the case of very high chromophore density and stro
oscillator strengths, an expansion to higher order would
straightforward. An expansion of the local field inr0 could
be totally avoided, by calculatings(t) via a numerical Fou-
rier transform directly from Eq.~5!. However, the perturba
tive expansion is extremely valuable, since it allows us
distinguish the different effects and clarify their origin, a
shown in the following.

A. Uncoupled two level systems

As discussed in the previous section, for a collection
uncoupled two level systems the response-function contr
tions forkRPE vanish (RIII

(3)50) and no RPE signal is gene
ated in the direction 2ka2kb . However, Eq.~27! also con-
tains a purely local-field contribution, which depends onRIII

(3)

andRII
(3) @Eq. ~29!#. The expression forRII

(3) becomes particu-
larly simple in the present model, since it is the sum of t
individual response functions. Only the third term on t
r.h.s. of Eq. ~29! is nonzero. Neglecting evolution in th
excited- or ground-state population periods, we get from
~A9!
Pks
(3)2LS~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3

4p

3
r0

2(
e9,e

ume9gu2umegu4Ea
2Eb* exp@~2 i ~«e9g1«eg!2~Ge9g1Geg!!tba#

3
exp@~2 i«e9g2Ge9g!tcb#2exp@~2 i«eg2Geg!tcb#

«eg2«e9g1 i ~Ge9g2Geg!
, ~32!
n-

to
n
e

a
f

al
el
where we wrote the signal which isexclusively induced by
the local fieldas a function of the time delays (tcb , tba! and
the sum runs over all different pairs of molecules. From E
~32! we clearly deduce the expected effects and their dif
ence from two-exciton resonances resulting from direct c
pling. The most interesting temporal evolution occurs dur
tba where the signal shows oscillations at sums of sing
exciton energies. During this period, two molecules are i
coherence and the many-body density matrix oscillates a
sum of their frequencies.29 The observed frequencies a
therefore simple sums of one-exciton resonance frequen
no multiple quantum coherence between separated molec
is involved, and the new resonances carry no additional
croscopic information. This is in contrast to multiple qua
tum resonances resulting from intermolecular coupling~vide
infra!, where oscillations at frequencies of« f g are observed
during the periodtba . Also the relaxation during this time
interval is given by the sum of one-exciton damping ra
(Geg1Ge9g). This doubling of the dephasing rate was o
served experimentally in semiconductor quantum wells.21,22

During the time periodtcb , the system oscillates at a supe
position of single-exciton frequencies.

In the special case of a sample of identical uncoup
two level systems, Eq.~32! reduces to
.
r-
-

g
-
a
he

es,
les
i-

-

s
-

d

Pks
(3)TLS~ tcb ,tba!5 i 4

4p

3
r0

2umegu6Ea
2Eb* tcb

3exp@~2 i«eg2Geg!tcb#

3exp@~2 i2«eg22Geg!tba#, ~33!

where we used the limit

lim
ē2→ ē1

S exp@2 i ē1t#2exp@2 i ē2t#

ē22 ē1
D 5 i t exp@2 i ē1t#.

~34!

Even though the denominator of Eq.~32! vanishes, the
limit in Eq. ~34! is well-defined and leads to a secular co
tribution initially increasing linearly withtcb . P(3) does not
diverge, because of the exponential damping terme2Gegtcb.
When inhomogeneous broadening is included, we need
integrate Eq.~32! over distributions of energies which ca
further cure this divergence. The simple linear rise with tim
results from the neglect of population decay (Gee5Ggg50)
and static broadening, so that the FID isexactlyon resonance
with the e←g transition. This problem does not occur if
more realistic relaxation model is included.~See page 167 o
Ref. 1.!

The physical meaning of the initial rise of the sign
during tcb can be understood from Fig. 1. For a two lev
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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system, the entire signal results from theLFIII term, where
the time ordering of interactions is reversed with respec
the pulse-delay times and the last interaction is with the F
initiated by the first pulse and takes place after the sec
pulse. The larger thetcb , the more time there is for this
interaction to occur. Note also that after the interaction w
the second pulse attb , the system is in a population state.
the absence of population relaxation, the only contributio
to the decay of the signal is the decay of the FID that int
acts with the system, and after the interaction, the deca
the generated signal. Since for our simple two level sys
these two contributions have the same relaxation rate~be-
cause the FID, as well as the final signal results from
same transition!, we get the simpletcbe

2Gtcb behavior in Eq.
~33!. This initial rise as a function oftcb is only seen in the
local-field contributions but not in the ordinary RPE signa

From Eq.~33!, we expect the polarization as a functio
of tba to oscillate with twice the optical frequency and dec
with 2Geg . Homodyne detected experiments measure
time integrated signalSA

H(tba)5*0
`dtcbuPA(tcb ,tba)u2 and in

this case we expect the signal to be proportional toe24Gegtba.
This effect of fast dephasing with twice the rate of a pho
echo experiment was observed in semiconductor quan
wells.21 Using heterodyned detection it should be possible
directly observe the high harmonic frequency correspond
to twice the optical transition energy.

The time-resolved ordinary RPE signal and the loc
field contributions for a three level system are compared
Fig. 3, where we used a three level system because for a
level system no ordinary RPE contribution exists. The t
columns show the squared amplitude of the polarization
function of tba and tcb ~with the other time variable held
fixed!, respectively. While the ordinary RPE signal on
shows exponential decay, the local field contribution~which
for a three level system consists of a superposition of sev

FIG. 3. The squares of the amplitudes of~a! the ordinary RPE contribu-
tions and~b! the local field contributions to the time-resolved RPE sign
of a three level system as a function oftba ~with tcb511 ps) andtcb ~with
tba50) in the first and second column, respectively.
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contributions! initially increases as a function oftcb . The
parameters used are the same as for the three level sy
described following. The oscillation results from beating
the f←e and e←g transitions and has a period of 1.7 p
corresponding to the anharmonicity (D5«eg2« f e

520 cm21).
As discussed previously, for two level systems thekRPE

signal can be generated either by local-field effects or
intermolecular coupling.29 Let us compare the local-field ef
fects to the ordinary RPE signal for a simple model of tw
strongly coupled two level systems. The level scheme sc
matically depicted in the inset of Fig. 4~b! consists of a
ground stateug&, two single excited statesue1&, ue2& with
an energy spacing depending on the couplingJ, and one
doubly excited stateu f &. These states are obtained by diag
nalizing the 434 Hamiltonian of this system.

The polarization responsible for the ordinary RPE 2ka

2kb signal for two coupled two level systems~Fig. 4! is

POR
(3)cTLS~ tcb ,tba!

5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* ~me2,gm f ,e21me1,gm f ,e1!

3 (
e5e2,e1

megm f ee
(2 i« f g2G f g)tba

3@e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb2e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb#. ~35!

This is markedly different from the local-field signa
@Eq. ~32!#, where all combinations of one exciton freque
cies ~including 2«eg) contribute to the signal intba . This is
shown in Fig. 4~a!, which displays the 2D signal for two
independent two level systems. Figure 4 compares the l
field induced RPE signal of two independent two level s
tems with the ordinary RPE signal caused by the coupl
between two interacting two level systems. The parame
used in the simulations were:«e1,g52014 cm21, «e2,g

52085 cm21, the transition dipole momentsm as well as the
dampingG51cm21 of the independent two level system
were assumed to be equal. For the coupled system we
sumed a coupling constantJ5210 cm21. The dephasing
rates for the coupled system were set toGeg5G f e51 cm21

~for e5e2,e1), G f g52Geg .
As can be seen in Fig. 4~b! the ordinary RPE signa

@Eq. ~35!# only shows peaks whenV1 is resonant with
the two-exciton state. It thus provides new microscopic
formation about the two-exciton manifold. The structure
Eq. ~35! coincides with the case of two three-level syste
with identical « f g and an amplitude ratio A1 /A2

5(me1gm f e1)/(me2gm f e2) ~as discussed in the next section!.
In principle it should also be possible to distinguish betwe
resonances induced by coupling between different sites
intramolecular resonances of a three-level system. In a
wave mixing experiment with three different pulses th
should have different phases as a function of the time de
between the first two interactions which is set to zero in
present calculations.

The phase profiles of the local field-induced and or
nary RPE resonances displayed in the second column of

l

AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4 show pronounced differences. Equation~35! represents the
pure RPE without local-field contributions. In general w
should see a superposition of resonances caused by cou
and by local field, and this case is shown in Fig. 4~c!. New
peaks can be found atV152«e1,g and V152«e2,g . The

FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! The total local field-induced RPE signal of a syste
composed of two independent two level systems~b! the ordinary RPE and
~c! the total RPE signal~including local-field effects! for two coupled two
level systems. The first two columns show the amplitude and phase, re
tively of the 2D-FT signal. The dotted lines indicate the relevant transit
energies~see text!. The insets in the last column show the correspond
level schemes. The parameters for the two level systems used in the
lations were:«1eg52014 cm21, «2eg52085 cm21, the transition dipole
moments of the independent two level systems were assumed to be
and the dampingG51cm21. For the coupled system we assumed coupl
constantJ5210 cm21 between the two systems.

FIG. 5. ~Color! ~a! total RPE signal and~b! the ordinary RPE contributions
for a three level model with the parameters as indicated in the text. The
column shows the amplitude and the second column the phase of the s
The dotted lines indicate the relevant transition energies at«eg , « f e and
2«eg , « f g . ~c! The level scheme and~d! a slice through the 2D-phase plo
at V152«eg showing the total signal~solid!, ordinary RPE signal~dashed!
and local-field contributions~dotted!.
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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local-field contributions will have a different dependence
molecular density and a different profile of the phase.

B. Identical three level systems

A system of identical uncoupled three level chr
mophores whose level scheme is shown in the inset of Fig
is the simplest model where all terms of Eq.~27! contribute.
We assume a ground stateug&, a first excited stateue& and a
second excited stateu f & with an anharmonicityD5«eg

2« f e . We further neglect population relaxation (Gee50)
but keep all other dephasing rates general. The follow
parameters were used in the simulations:«eg52085 cm21,
« f g54150 cm21, D520 cm21, m f e51.3meg , G51 cm21.

For this model the polarization@Eq. ~27!# can be calcu-
lated analytically and we next discuss the various effects
more detail.

1. Ordinary RPE signal of a three level system

The time domain RPE signal resulting from the impu
sive fields alone is determined by the polarization@Eq. ~A6!#

POR
(3)3LS~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3r0Ea

2Eb* umegu2um f eu2e(2 i« f g2G f g)tba

3@e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb2e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb#. ~36!

The two terms oscillating at frequencies (« f g ,«eg) and
(« f g ,« f e) as a function of (tba ,tcb) can be clearly seen. Not
that due to the minus sign, the two terms will exactly can
for a system with vanishing anharmonictyD50 and equal
dampingGeg5G f e . The two resonances are recovered in t

ec-
n

u-

ual

st
al.

FIG. 6. ~Color! Local-field effects for a three level system:~a! amplitude
and phase of the total local field contributions.~b!–~e! The individual con-
tributions. The diagrams forLFI , LFII , andLFIV are multiplied by a factor
of 5 with respect toLFIII .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2D-FT signal, shown in Fig. 5 which compares the total s
nal including local-field effects, with the ordinary RPE si
nal. The Fourier transform can be performed analytically a
from Eq. ~A11! we get

SOR
3LS~V2 ,V1!5 i 3r0Ea

2Eb* meg
2 m f e

2

3F 1

~V22«eg1 iGeg!~V12« f g1 iG f g!

2
1

~V22« f e1 iG f e!~V12« f g1 iG f g!G . ~37!

While the ordinary RPE signal only shows resonan
V15« f g , inclusion of local fields leads to new peaks
V152«eg . Also the phase profile is different and the loc
field influences and modifies the original resonances. T
can be clearly seen in Fig. 5~d!, where the phase variatio
along a slice withV152«eg is shown for the total RPE
signal, the ordinary RPE and the LF contribution.

When examining the variation with different dela
times, we note that as a function oftba the polarization is a
damped oscillation with frequency« f g and a phase deter
mined by the second delay periodtcb , whereas as a function
of tcb , the signal shows an amplitude modulation with a b
frequency corresponding to the anharmonicity. As a funct
of tba we expect a single damped oscillation. The homody
signal of our simple model should show an exponential
cay proportional toe22G f gtba ~cf. Fig. 3!.

2. Local field effects

The local field induced terms@Eq. ~29!# are evaluated in
Appendix A @Eqs.~A7!–~A9!# and expressions for the thre
level system can be easily obtained. These terms corres
to the different LF contributions as schematically sketched
Fig. 1. Figure 6 shows the absolute value and the phas
the total local-field contribution and of each of the individu
contributions to the 2D-FT RPE signal. The first term d
scribes the time ordering, where the first pulse interacts tw
with the system and the final interaction occurs with the F
generated on another chromophore by the last pulse.

PLFI

(3)3LS~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2e(2 i« f g2G f g)tba

3Fe(2 i« f e2(G f g1Geg))tcb2e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb

~«eg2« f e!1 iG f g

1
e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb2e(2 i« f e2(G f g1Geg))tcb

i ~G f g1Geg2G f e!
G .
~38!

In Fig. 6~b! we see two peaks at (« f g ,«eg) and (« f g ,« f e) for
LFI and Eq.~38! shows that they result from the superpo
tion of different contributions. As in the pure RPE case,
resonances occur atV15« f g and as a function oftba , Eq.
~38! is similar to Eq.~36!, as far as frequency and dampin
are concerned, but has a different phase because of the
ferent variation withtcb . The denominators in the r.h.s. o
Eq. ~38! add complex amplitudes to the terms, which depe
on the damping and the anharmonicity. This term res
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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from the interaction of the FID with the system. Since t
FID is caused by ag←e transition of another~identical!
molecule, it can only be resonant with«eg and is detuned by
D from the f←e transition. For the last two terms the re
part of the denominator vanishes~since for our model, which
neglects inhomogeneous broadening, the FID isexactlyon
resonance!. However, the dephasing rates do not genera
cancel and will give a purely imaginary prefactor. For ze
anharmonicity and equal damping the entire term vanish

2D-Fourier transform of Eq.~38! gives

SLFI

3LS~V2 ,V1!

5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2

3
1

V12« f g1 iG f g
H 1

~«eg2« f e!1 iG f g

3F 1

V22« f e1 i ~G f g1Geg!
2

1

V22«eg1 iGeg
G

2
1

i ~G f g1Geg2G f e!

3F 1

V22« f e1 i ~G f g1Geg!
2

1

V22« f e1 iG f e
G J . ~39!

The next term corresponds to the process where the
tem interacts once with pulse one, then with the FID of a
other molecule induced by pulse one and finally with t
second pulse attb . As in the above-mentioned case the tim
ordering is not reversed with respect to the ordinary RPE

PLFII

(3)3LS~ tcb ,tba!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2

3
1

« f g22«eg1 i ~2Geg2G f g!

3$e(2 i2«eg22Geg)tba@e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb

2e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb#2e(2 i« f g2G f g)tba

3@e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb2e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb#% ~40!

This term is interesting because it shows four resonan
with all combinations ofV15« f g or 2«eg and V25«eg or
« f e as can be seen in Fig. 6~c!. They all have the same
amplitude which depends on detuning. Note that as long
DÞ0, the real part of the denominator does not vanish. T
is why this term generally makes only a minor contributio
Again, for vanishing anharmonicity~and equal damping! this
term vanishes.

In the frequency domain this signal is
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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SLFII

3LS~V2 ,V1!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2

3
1

« f g22«eg1 i ~2Geg2G f g!

3H 1

V122«eg1 i2Geg
F 1

V22«eg1 iGeg

2
1

V22« f e1 iG f e
D G2

1

V12« f g1 iG f g

3F 1

V22«eg1 iGeg
2

1

V22« f e1 iG f e
G . ~41!

The next term is very special since it is the only one t
involves a reversal in the order of interactions. First,
system interacts with the first pulse from the bra-, then w
the second pulse from the ket- side and finally with the F
of another molecule, initiated by the first pulse. In this ca
the system is never prepared in a coherent superpositio
u f & andug& and shows no resonances atV15« f g in Fig. 6~c!.
But after the first pulse, two separated uncoupled molec
are excited coherently and interact after the second pulse
the FID.

As shown above, for uncoupled two level systems t
term is the only one contributing in the direction 2kRPE. For
the three level case we get from Eq.~A9!

PLFIII

(3)3LS~ tcb ,tba!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4e(2 i2«eg22Geg)tba

3F2ume8gu2i t cbe
(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb

2um f eu2
e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb2e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb

« f e2«eg1 i ~Geg2G f e!
G .

~42!

We find that all resonances occur atV152«eg . The
main contribution arises from the first term on the r.h
whereby the FID is exactly on resonance with the induc
transitions. This term peaks at (V1 ,V2)5(2«eg ,«eg); no
double-exciton state is involved. The other two terms, pe
ing also at (2«eg ,«eg), as well as at (« f g ,«eg), contain a
complex prefactor with the detuning in the denominat
making them small compared to the first term. Note that
special values of damping~i.e., when Geg2G f e5G f g

22Geg) they cancel exactly with the first term on the r.h
of Eq. ~40!. Equation~42! only vanishes for the harmoni
case, i.e., when the transition energy and the dephasing
are equal for thee←g and f←e transitionsand the dipole
moments correspond to the harmonic case (m f e5A2meg).

46

In the frequency domain this signal is
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SLFIII

3LS ~V2 ,V1!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4

3
1

V122«eg1 i2Geg
H 2umegu2

~V22«eg1 iGeg!
2

2
um f eu2

« f e2«eg1 i ~Geg2G f e!
F 1

V22«eg1 iGeg

2
1

V22« f e1 iG f e
G J . ~43!

Finally, to take all local field effects into account, w
have to consider the contributions of processes whereby a
creating the RPE signal by three interactions with the pul
the generated signal interacts with another molecule to g
erate a FID which is finally detected. For the three lev
system this term gives

PLFIV

(3)3LS~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2e(2 i« f g2G f g)tba

3H i t cbe
(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb

2
1

«eg2« f e1 i ~G f e2Geg!

3@e(2 i« f e2G f e)tcb2e(2 i«eg2Geg)tcb#J . ~44!

Not surprisingly, we find only resonances withV15« f g and
the major contribution at (« f g ,«eg). In the frequency domain
we obtain

TABLE I. Contributions to the four peaks in the signal of a three lev
system. For each resonance peak, all contributions are listed, showing w
term contributes the prefactor and the dephasing characteristics of each
tribution. l[ i 3Ea

2Eb* umegu2um f eu2, l8[ i 3 4p/3Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2, and l9

[ i 3 4p/3Ea
2Eb* umegu6.

Resonance Contribution Prefactor Damping

(« f g ,«eg) OR lr0 (G f g ,Geg)
(« f g ,«eg) LFI 2l8r0

2/(D1 iG f g) (G f g ,Geg)

(« f g ,«eg) LFII 22l8r0
2/(2D1 i (2Geg2G f g)) (G f g ,Geg)

(« f g ,«eg) LFIV il8r0
2tcb (G f g ,Geg)

(« f g ,«eg) LFIV l8r0
2/(D1 i (G f e2Geg)) (G f g ,Geg)

(« f g ,« f e) OR lr0 (G f g ,G f e)
(« f g ,« f e) LFI l8r0

2/(D1 iG f g) (G f g ,G f g1Geg)

(« f g ,« f e) LFI l8r0
2/( i (G f g1Geg2G f e)) (G f g ,G f e)

(« f g ,« f e) LFI 2l8r0
2/( i (G f g1Geg2G f e)) (G f g ,G f g1Geg)

(« f g ,« f e) LFII 2l8r0
2/(2D1 i (2Geg2G f g)) (G f g ,Geg)

(« f g ,« f e) LFIV 2l8r0
2/(D1 i (G f e2Geg)) (G f g ,Geg)

(2«eg ,«eg) LFII 2l8r0
2/(2D1 i (2Geg2G f g)) (2Geg ,Geg)

(2«eg ,«eg) LFIII 2il9r0
2tcb (2Geg ,Geg)

(2«eg ,«eg) LFIII 22l8r0
2/(2D1 i (Geg2G f e)) (2Geg ,Geg)

(2«eg ,« f e) LFII 22l8r0
2/(2D1 i (2Geg2G f g)) (2Geg ,G f e)

(2«eg ,« f e) LFIII 2l8r0
2/(2D1 i (Geg2G f e)) (2Geg ,G f e)
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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SLFIV

3LS ~V2 ,V1!5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* umegu4um f eu2

1

V12« f g1 iG f g

3H 1

~V22«eg1 iGeg!
2

2
1

«eg2« f e1 i ~G f e2Geg!
F 1

V22« f e1 iG f e

2
1

V22«eg1 iGeg
G J . ~45!

The RPE signals from an anharmonic three level sys
are summarized in Table I, which gives for each resona

FIG. 7. The amplitude of the 2D-FT signal for two coupled three le
systems as shown in the inset.~I! The total signal, which consists of th
ordinary RPE~II ! and the local-field contributions~III !. Smaller peaks are
zoomed out by the factors indicated. The two indicated regions of~I! are
shown in a 3D plot on the left side.
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
m
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peak in the total RPE signal@Fig. 5~a!# all terms that con-
tribute with their amplitude and dephasing rate~which in the
frequency domain determines the line width!.

Finally, when comparing the variation withtba , we see
that while the ordinary RPE signal is a damped oscillat
with frequency« f g and dephasing rateG f g , the local-field
contribution is a superposition of two oscillations with« f g

and 2«eg . In the homodyne-detected signal, where t
square of the amplitude is measured, the former give
single damped exponential with a dephasing rate 2G f g ,
while the local-field contributions should show a more co
plex pattern, where the beat frequency with a period co
sponding to the anharmonicity, are clearly distinguishab
Such a behavior can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows
square of the amplitude of the two contributions to the to
RPE polarization vs.tba for a fixed value oftcb . ~Note that
this corresponds to a time-gated detection; in a homod
experiment one would have to integrate overtcb .! We see
that the anharmonicity ofD520 cm21 shows up in the os-
cillation period of T51.7 ps and the dephasing ofG f g

52Geg52 cm21 corresponds to a dephasing time scale
T2/258 ps with tba . As a function oftcb the ordinary echo
signal has a slowerGeg51 cm21 damping, while the local-
field contributions show a complicated behavior, with an i
tial rise time.

C. Two coupled three level systems

To simulate the complete RPE signal of two coupl
anharmonic vibrations, we used the values found in pho
echo experiments47,48 for the symmetric and asymmetric CO
stretches in rhodium~I! dicarbonylacetylacetonate~RDC!.46

The level scheme is shown in the inset of Fig. 7 and
transition energies are«e1,g52085 cm21 and «e1,g

52014 cm21. The values of the anharmonic splittings a
D1510.6 cm21, D2512 cm21, and D3525 cm21 and the
dipole moments are assumed to beme1,g5me2,g , m f 1,e1

5m f 2,e251.3me1,g , m f 3,e15m f 3,e250.9me1,g , and m f 1,e2

l

n
FIG. 8. ~Color! The phase of the 2D-FT signals show
in Fig. 7. Lower row shows a slice for constantV2

5«e2,g , see text for details.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mf1,e25m f 2,e1520.04me1,g . The dephasing rate was set
Ge1,g5Ge2,g51cm21 and the double excited states were a
sumed to dephase with twice this rateG f i ,g52Gei,g , while
population relaxation was neglectedGei,e j5Gg,g50.

Figure 7 shows the resulting 2D-FT RPE signal. No
that due to the anharmonicity, otherwise forbidden transiti
contribute as well and give weak signals atV25« f 1,e2 and
V25« f 2,e1, which are shown magnified by a factor of 20.
addition to the ordinary RPE resonances, we find new pe
at twice, and at the sum of the two single-exciton frequ
cies. Thus, instead of resonances only atV1

5« f 2,g ,« f 3,g ,« f 1,g @as expected for the ordinary RPE~case I
in Fig. 7!#, we find six ‘‘columns’’ with peaks because th
local-field resonances can also occur at all combination
single exciton energies. Local-field effects thus show v
distinct features in the RPE signal.

Note that the local field contributions@shown in Fig. 7
~III !# have their most pronounced peaks at resonance
V152«e1,g,2«e2,g ,(«e1,g1«e2,g), but also make a contribu
tion to the resonances of the ordinary RPE signal. Local-fi
effects also show a very different variation of phase
shown in Fig. 8, which displays the phase of the entire
spectrum, as well as a slice along theV1 axis for a fixed
value ofV25«e2,g .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison of the resonances of coupled systems
the local field-induced resonances found in a system of in
pendent chromophores shows several fundamental di
ences. While interaction induced resonances contain in
mation about the local microscopic environment,5 the
macroscopic local field-induced resonances simply sh
combinations of one-exciton resonances and do not yield
ditional microscopic information. When inhomogeneo
broadening is included, we might get different informati
about the macroscopic sample than from linear spectrosc
since the average of a product of correlation functions
different from the product of averages. For the heterod
detected four wave mixing signal of a general aggregate b
from interacting chromophores, we expect a complex pat
resulting from both short- and long-range effects, as dem
strated here for the reverse photon echo in several m
systems. In addition to the two-exciton bands, we expect n
local-field resonances, with a different dependence on c
centration.

Local fields can also be viewed as a retardation eff
which leads to breakdown of time ordering in an impulsi
experiment. The third order response function in the ti
domain, which describes ideal impulsive experiments, ha
terms. The corresponding frequency domain susceptib
includes 48 terms corresponding to all six permutations
the three fields.1 The former has absolute control of tim
orders. The latter has no time control at all; see e.g., dou
resonant vibrationally enhanced IR-FWM.49,50As the pulses
become longer, impulsive experiments start to assume a
quency domain character and realistic experiments will
intermediate and may contain more terms than in the imp
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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sive case. Also in an ideal impulsive experiment the lo
fields that interact with the molecules are no longer imp
sive and macroscopic many-body effects can have major
fluences on the signal.

Other types of collective resonances related to conti
ous manifolds of levels were predicted6,51 Intermolecular
resonances were observed in fifth order Raman.15 Local-field
effects in fifth order Raman ofCS2

26,52 were simulated
recently.53 High harmonic resonances have been observe
NMR.30,31 In optical k11k22k3 signals these resonance
have not yet been directly resolved. In studies on semic
ductor quantum wells21,22a RPE signal was observed, deca
ing with twice the dephasing rate in a transient grating
periment. Since those experiments used homodyne detec
they could not observe the resonances at twice the op
resonance frequency. Recent experiments23,24 on iodine va-
por also revealed the RPE signal for negative time delay
a photon-echo setup. Again homodyne detection was u
but due to the special level structure in iodine, vibration
quantum beats are observed. A careful analysis of this sig
as a function oftba should be able to reveal differences in th
wave packet structure, which however, for a nearly harmo
system are very small and were not resolved. Further in R
23 the focus was on a different three pulse scheme, where
time delay between the first and second pulse was va
~this was assumed to be zero here! and the time between th
second and the third pulse~corresponding to ourtba) was
fixed. Heterodyne detected four wave mixing experimen43

are necessary in order to observe the predicted high
monic resonances in optical signals.
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APPENDIX A: THE FOUR WAVE MIXING K RPE SIGNAL

For the model aggregate described in Sec. III, the to
signal @Eq. ~27!# can be evaluated analytically and the fin
expressions for the individual terms in Eqs.~28! and~29! are
given in the following. In this appendix we use the compa
notation

ē i j [« i j 2 iG i j , ~A1!

i.e., we include the dephasing in the site energies.~In the
main text we showed the dephasing rates explicitly.!

Due to the breakdown of time ordering, we also need
take into accountRII ~see Fig. 2! for one of the terms in Eq.
~15!. Three Liouville space pathways contribute toRII :

RII 5 i 3~R41R51R6!, ~A2!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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R4~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!5Q (
e,e8,g

megme8gme8gmeg

3exp@2 i ēeg~ t2t3!#

3exp@2 i ēee8~t32t2!#

3exp@2 i ēeg~t22t1!# ~A3!

R5~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!5Q(
e,e8

megmgeme8gmge8

3exp@2 i ēe8g~ t2t3!#

3exp@2 i ēgg~t32t2!#

exp@2 i ēeg~t22t1!# ~A4!
Downloaded 10 May 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
R6~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!5Q(
e,e8

megme8gm f eme8 f

3exp@2 i ē f e8~ t2t3!#

3exp@2 i ēee8~t32t2!#

3exp@2 i ēeg~t22t1!# ~A5!

Using Eqs.~18!, ~A2!, ~17!, and~23!, the integrations in
the expressions of Eqs.~28! and ~29! can be performed and
we easily find the expressions for the polarization cor
sponding to each of the contributions depicted in Fig. 1.
terms of the time intervalstcb and tba they are given by
POR
(3)~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3r0Ea

2Eb* (
e,e8, f

megm f eme8 f@mge8exp@2 i ēe8gtcb#2me8gexp@2 i ē f e8tcb##exp@2 i ē f gtba# ~A6!

PLFI

(3) ~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8,e9, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 fexp@2 i ē f gtba#Fmge8

exp@2 i ~ ē f g2 ēe9g
* !tcb#2exp@2 i ēe8gtcb#

ēe9g
* 1 ēe8g2 ē f g

2me8g

exp@2 i ~ ē f g2 ēe9g
* !tcb#2exp@2 i ē f e8tcb#

ēe9g
* 1 ē f e82 ē f g

G ~A7!

PLFII

(3) ~ tcb ,tba!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8,e9, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 f@exp@2 i ~ ēeg1 ēe9g!tba#

2exp@2 i ē f gtba##
mge8exp@2 i ēe8gtcb#2me8gexp@2 i ē f e8tcb#

ē f g2 ēeg2 ēe9g

~A8!

PLFIII

(3) ~ tcb ,tba!52i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

g,e,e8,e9, f

ume9gu2megexp@2 i ~ ēeg1 ēe9g!tba#

3Fme8gmge8mge

exp@2 i ~ ēee81 ēe9g!tcb#2exp@2 i ēegtcb#

ēeg2 ēee82 ēe9g

1mgeme8gmge8

exp@2 i ~ ēe9g1 ēgg!tcb#2exp@2 i ēe8gtcb#

ēe8g2 ēgg2 ēe9g

2me8gm f eme8 f

exp@~2 i ~ ēee81 ēe9g!tcb#2exp@2 i ē f e8tcb#

ē f e82 ēee82 ēe9g
G ~A9!

PLFIV

(3) ~ tcb ,tba!5 i 3
4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8,e9, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 fexp@2 i ē f gtba#Fmge8

exp@2 i ēe8gtcb#2exp@2 i ēe9gtcb#

ēe9g2 ēe8g

2me8g

exp@2 i ē f e8tcb#2exp@2 i ēe9gtcb#

ēe9g2 ē f e8
G . ~A10!

The corresponding 2D-frequency domain expressions can be evaluated easily using Eq.~31!, resulting in

SOR~V2 ,V1!5 i 3r0Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8, f

megm f eme8 f

1

V12 ē f g
F mge8

V22 ēe8g

2
me8g

V22 ē f e8
G ~A11!
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SLFI
~V2 ,V1!5 i 3

4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 f

1

V12 ē f g
H mge8

ēe9g
* 1 ēe8g2 ē f g

F 1

V22~ ē f g2 ēe9g
* !

2
1

V22 ēe8g
G

2
me8g

ēe9g
* 1 ē f e82 ē f g

F 1

V22~ ē f g2 ēe9g
* !

2
1

V22 ē f e8
G J ~A12!

SLFII
~V2 ,V1!52i 3

4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 fF 1

V12~ ēeg1 ēe9g!
2

1

V12 ē f g
G 1

ē f g2 ēeg2 ēe9g

3F mge8

V22 ēe8g

2
me8g

V22 ē f e8
G ~A13!

SLFIII
~V2 ,V1!52i 3

4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8, f

ume9gu2meg

1

V12~ ēeg1 ēe9g!
H me8gmge8mge

ēeg2 ēee82 ēe9g
F 1

V22~ ēee81 ēe9g!
2

1

V22 ēeg
G

1
mgeme8gmge8

ēe8g2 ēgg2 ēe9g
F 1

V22~ ēgg1 ēe9g!
2

1

V22 ēe8g
G2

me8gm f eme8 f

ē f e82 ēee82 ēe9g
F 1

V22~ ēee81 ēe9g!
2

1

V22 ē f e8
G J

~A14!

SLFIV
~V2 ,V1!5 i 3

4p

3
r0

2Ea
2Eb* (

e,e8, f

ume9gu2megm f eme8 f

1

V12 ē f g
H mge8

ēe9g2 ēe8g
F 1

V22 ēe8g

2
1

V22 ēe9g
G

2
me8g

ēe9g2 ē f e8
F 1

V22 ē f e8

2
1

V22 ēe9g
G J . ~A15!
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